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Morphing

Demo

• Show morphing of Clinton to Bush
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General Comments

• Morphing is an example of image-based graphics, in 
which we manipulate images to produce new ones.  This 
can produce greater realism than rendering.  
– Key idea is to interpolate images.  This is done in other settings.
– Of course, it’s widely used.

• Morphing provides a good example of the connection 
between discrete and continuous.  We take two discrete 
images and create a continuous set of intermediate 
ones.

• As in much of graphics, it is as much art as science.

Key Elements

• Transition from one image to another, with 
intermediate images that look good.

• Interpolation
– Intensities interpolate from one image to another.

• Correspondence.
– Without correspondence we just have “fade”

• EG., phantom eyes.

– Instead, we want to interpolation position as well as 
appearance of features.
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Fading

• This is morphing with trivial 
correspondence.

• Images I, J.  Generate n+1 images.
• Image K, at time k, is generated so: 

– K(x,y) = (1-k/n)*I(x,y) + (k/n)*J(x,y).

• Demo

Morphing – correspondence

• Basic idea is we want to provide a dense 
correspondence between images. 

• Then we fade intensities between 
corresponding pixels.

• We also move position of pixels. 
• How do we specify correspondence?

– This is basically a user interface question.
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Morphing line segments

• Correspondence of end points.
• Linearly interpolate positions.
• This also implies a correspondence 

between all points on line.
– Midpoint of one line is being linearly 

interpolated to midpoint of other.

• Demo

Point Correspondence from lines

• Impractical to put a line through every 
pixel.  

• So we want correspondence of lines to 
imply similar correspondence for points 
near lines.

• We do this by defining coordinate system 
using lines.
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(0,0)

(1,0)

(.7, 15)

1st end point is origin.  Vector to second end 
point is (1,0).  Vector of length one perpendicular 
to this is (0,1).

(Why not make basis vectors same length?  
Heuristic, but the idea is that the direction 
specified is compressed while other isn’t.  So if 
we match two line segments of different length, 
image will be compressed in direction of 
segments, but not in orthogonal direction.)

Line segments in two images define two 
coordinate systems.  Two pixels correspond if 
they have the same coordinates.

Examples

• Morph an F to a blank page, without the 
fading, just to see the geometry.

• Translating line -> translation
• Rotating line -> Rotation
• Changing line size in one direction is 

compression (not scaling).
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(Funkhouser)

(Funkhouser)
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Strategy

• Interpolate lines to get position in fresh 
image.

• Warp each original image onto fresh 
image.

• Interpolate (one step of a fade) between 
two images.
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Announcements

• Completed Problem Set 3 available later 
today.

• I’ll be gone next Monday-Wednesday.
– Carlos will teach on Tuesday
– Office hours next week by appointment

Other morphing applications
Blanz and Vetter (SIGGRAPH)

• Build 3D morphable model of faces.
– Dense correspondence between (~100) 3D 

face models.
– Morphing between them can create huge 

range of faces
– (all pictures from their paper).
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Can fit an image to 
a model.

Find 3D morph (+ 
lighting, pose) that 
best fits image.

Then, model can 
synthesize new 
images.
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